Theory and evidence in research on labour regulation
The standard economic model views the labour market as selfequilibrating and sees labour regulation as an exogenous interference with market forces Labour laws are inefficient and unjust: 'laws created to protect workers often hurt them' (World Bank, Doing Business Report, 2008) Impervious to evidence? Cf. cool reception for empirical studies demonstrating positive employment effects of minimum wage increases (Card and Krueger) and negative employment effects of deregulation (Machin and Manning Minimum wage studies interpreted as turning on the extent of monopsony as an empirical phenomenon, 'thus giving the neoclassical side and the competive model the upper hand in the theoretical part of the battle (Kaufman, 2007) The legal origin hypothesis Coding the law
• Problems in coding the law: e.g.,
-not only mandatory but also default rules -not only statutory but also case law -not only "formal law", but also Table A, corporate governance rules, and listing rules; provisions of sector-level collective agreements -not only binary numbers but also non binary numbers
The CBR law and finance datasets (shareholder and creditor protection)
• Protection of shareholders against the board (SPI): in particular, rules relating to independent boards, takeover bids, shareholder rights
• Protection of minority shareholders against blockholders (SPI)
• Creditor protection (CPI)
• Law of secured credit (CPI)
• Insolvency law (CPI)
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